ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP
The Alumni and Endowment Office (AEO) has established the “Alumni Scholarship”, awarded from the proceeds of the Nanyang Alumni Fund. The Alumni Scholarship is available for alumni and undergraduates who are children or siblings of the University’s alumni. Alumni can apply for the scholarship for any full-time graduate programmes conducted by the University. Eligible full-time undergraduates of all years of study and in all Schools can also apply.

http://www.ntu.edu.sg/ALUMNI/Alumni+Services/Alumni+Scholarship

CHINA PRECISION SCHOLARSHIP
The China Precision Scholarship is made possible through the donation of Mr Zhang Zhongliang. Mr Zhang was awarded Nanyang Outstanding Young Alumni Award in 2006.

From young, Mr Zhang already knew that education was the key to financial riches. In 1990, using the technical knowledge he gained in his university days in Ningbo City, he started a factory manufacturing electronic regulator components. Soon, he was supplying to brand-name manufacturers. As his business expanded, he took a Master of Business Administration (Nanyang EMBA) course at NTU and graduated in 2005. His company which was listed earlier this year with the Singapore Stock Exchange now employs 4,000 workers.

ERNST AND YOUNG SCHOLARSHIP
The members of the Ernst & Young global organization help companies in businesses across all industries—from emerging growth companies to global powerhouses—deal with a broad range of business issues. The organization with 114,000 people in 140 countries around the globe pursue the highest levels of integrity, quality and professionalism to provide clients with a broad array of services relating to audit and risk-related services, tax, and transactions.

http://www.ey.com/global/content.nsf/Singapore/Ernst_&_Young_Singapore

INDECO SCHOLARSHIP/INDECO SPORTS SCHOLARSHIP
Indeco Consultants Pte Ltd was formerly operating under the name of INDECO. Its name has been changed to Indeco Consortium on 16 August 2001 and is now a subsidiary of CPG Corporation.

It provides design consultancy as well as design and build (D&B) services. It has the expertise and experience of undertaking design and development of university campuses, research buildings, sports, recreational and training facilities, residential and industrial buildings, healthcare and life sciences facilities, airports and infrastructure works. As part of the CPG Corporation, it is able to call on the vast and diverse pool of professional, technical and managerial expertise in the organization to help clients extract value from a truly integrated design and construct package.
This year, on top of the Indeco Scholarship, Indeco Consortium would like to offer the Indeco Sports Scholarship to outstanding sportsman or sportswoman as well. Undergraduates who are passionate in any form of sports, have represented NTU in any form of International or National sporting events and brought glory and honour to the University are welcome to apply.


ISETAN FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP
Isetan Foundation was established in 1981 as a channel for Isetan (Singapore) Limited to fulfill Isetan’s philosophy of being part of the community in which the group operates. Isetan Foundation has contributed to numerous charitable organisations and projects since its inception. The Isetan Foundation Scholarship was set up because the Foundation appreciates the important role that NTU plays in equipping young and promising Singaporeans with the necessary skills to help the nation face the future challenges of a knowledge-based economy.

www.isetan.com.sg

MAX LEWIS SCHOLARSHIP
TRUSTEE: HSBC TRUSTEE (SINGAPORE) LIMITED
Introduction
The Max Lewis Scholarship Fund was set up by the late Mrs Gracia Diana Margharita Lewis. Mrs Lewis passed away in Singapore on 2 September 1991 at the age of seventy-nine. HSBC Trustee (Singapore) Limited was appointed by the late Mrs Lewis to be the Executor and Trustee of her Will.

Establishment of the Scholarship Fund
The Max Lewis Scholarship Fund was established in memory of Mrs Lewis’ late husband, Mr Max Lewis, in accordance with her wishes expressed in the Trust Deed entered with HSBC Trustee (Singapore) Ltd during her lifetime. In 1996, the Max Lewis Scholarship Fund was registered as a charity in Singapore under the Charities Act, 1994. HSBC Trustee (Singapore) Limited is the sole Trustee of the Max Lewis Scholarship Fund.

Objects of the Fund
The objects of the Max Lewis Scholarship Fund shall exclusively be for students in pursuit of education of a higher level of any discipline in any University, Polytechnic, or Institute of higher learning including the National Institute of Education. These objects may be achieved through the provision of sponsorship to students who have, in the Trustee’s opinion, attained commendable academic performance.

In line with the wishes of the late Mrs Lewis, the sponsorship by the Max Lewis Scholarship Fund is principally intended for Singapore Citizens and Permanent Residents only. In addition, certain Rules and Guidelines have been drawn up which are applicable to the award of Scholarships under the Trust.
Applicants should not be in receipt of any other scholarship or bursary, provided that the Trustee may in their absolute discretion, waive this requirement. The number and value of sponsorship shall be determined by the Trustee at their absolute discretion.

**MEINHARDT SCHOLARSHIP**
Meinhardt (Singapore) is one of the leading international consultancies in Singapore.

Meinhardt (Singapore) Pte Ltd is an integral part of the Meinhardt International Group. The Group principally provides multi-disciplinary integrated engineering services under one roof in the areas of Civil, Structural, Mechanical, Electrical, Hydraulic, Land and Air Transportation, Marine, Infrastructure and related engineering disciplines. The Group also provides principal consultancy, project management and planning services related to engineering projects.

The Meinhardt Group commenced operations in Australia in 1955 and Singapore branch office in 1974, quickly expanding its boundaries to other countries in the region. Today, the Group maintains 27 permanent offices worldwide throughout Asia Pacific region, Middle East, UK and USA. Meinhardt International and Meinhardt Asia are incorporated in Singapore whilst the Group’s head offices are located in Melbourne, Australia.


**MOLEX SCHOLARSHIP**
Molex is the world’s second-largest manufacturer of electronic, electrical and fiber optic interconnection products and systems. With product development centers, manufacturing facilities and sales offices on six continents, the more than 16,241 people of Molex are 100 percent customer driven. This dedication has kept us as one of the fastest growing companies in our industry since we opened our doors in 1938.

Our facilities are divided into 4 regions as follows:
• The Americas
• Europe
• Far East North; and
• Far East South (The Far East South Region has 9 manufacturing facilities and 5 design & development centers. There are 24 sales offices & two representative offices. The manufacturing plants are located in Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, China, Taiwan and India. All FES manufacturing units have ISO 9000 certification and either QS9000, ISO 14000 or TS 16949 quality system certification or all. The regional headquarters is located in Singapore at 110, International Rd, Jurong with representative offices situated in Manila, Philippines and Sydney, Australia. Singapore, Taiwan and Shanghai serve as the region’s key design and development technical centers.)

www.molex.com
MONETARY AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE SCHOLARSHIP
The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) was formed on 1 January 1971 with the mission to promote sustained non-inflationary growth of the economy as well as foster a sound and progressive financial services sector.
The objectives of MAS are as follows:
• To conduct monetary policy and issue currency, and to manage the official foreign reserves and the issuance of government securities;
• To supervise the banking, insurance, securities and futures industries, and develop strategies in partnership with the private sector to promote Singapore as an international financial centre; and
• To build a cohesive and integrated organization of excellence.

www.mas.gov.sg

MOTOROLA IN SINGAPORE
Established in 1973, Motorola's first facility in Singapore was a sales office with a total of six staff located in an office space at Mandarin Hotel. Motorola Electronics Pte Ltd was incorporated in 1983, starting with staff strength of 61 people building a single product. In 1985, Motorola moved into a permanent facility at Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 3 - the Motorola Excellence Centre (MEC) - housing its manufacturing operations and design centre for communication products. Situated next to MEC, the Motorola Innovation Centre (MIC) was opened in late 1994, housing other major Motorola business groups and corporate services.

Motorola Singapore was awarded Operational Headquarters status in 1993 by the Singapore Government, making it the OHQ that co-ordinates and supports its regional subsidiaries in the Asia-Pacific region. In 2003, Motorola was awarded the International Headquarters (IHQ) status to signify its continued commitment to Singapore. Today, Motorola Singapore employs over 2,000 people involved in High-end Manufacturing; Research and Development; Software Design; Marketing; Sales and Distribution; and various corporate functions such as Human Resources, Legal and IP Management, Training & Development, Information Technology, Treasury and Finance.

www.motorola.com.sg

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS BOARD SCHOLARSHIP
The Professional Engineers Board (PE Board) is a statutory board in the Ministry of National Development. PE Board was established since 1971 under the Professional Engineers Act.

The Mission is to safeguard life, property, and welfare of the public by setting and maintaining high standard for registering professional engineers, and by regulating and advancing the practice of professional engineering. Through the scholarship scheme, PE Board aims to promote learning and education in connection with engineering.

www.peb.gov.sg
SMBC GLOBAL FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP

Business Profile
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC) is part of the Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group, which is formed after the merger of Sakura Bank and Sumitomo Bank in April 2001.

SMBC and its group companies offer a broad range of financial services centered on banking. We are also engaged in the leasing, securities, credit card, investment, mortgage securitization, venture capital and other credit related business. As of 31 March 2003, SMBC has 437 Domestic Branches in Japan (excluding sub-branches and agencies) and 20 Overseas Branches (excluding sub-branches and representative offices) with Total Assets of 97,891.2 billion yen.

Our Mission
• To provide optimum added value to our customer and together with them achieve growth
• To create sustainable shareholder value through business growth
• To provide a challenging and professionally rewarding work environment for our dedicated employees

www.smbc.co.jp

TAN SRI (DR) TAN CHIN TUAN SCHOLARSHIP
Tan Sri (Dr) Tan Chin Tuan, well-known for building the OCBC Group into a financial powerhouse in the 1950s to 1980s, was once described by the National Geographic magazine as the “emperor of finance”.

The spectacular growth of the companies under his stewardship attests to this accolade. From when he became director to the year* he retired from each company, shareholders’ funds appreciated considerably in value: Raffles Hotel – 303 per cent ($3.7 million in 1969); Robinsons – 1,298 per cent ($56 million in 1976*); Overseas Assurance Corporation – 2,709 per cent ($39 million in 1981*); OCBC – 7,702 per cent ($1208 million in 1983*); Fraser and Neave – 2,640 per cent ($290 million in 1983*); Asia Pacific Breweries – 1,632 per cent ($194 million in 1983*); Wearne Brothers Ltd – 389 per cent ($244 million in 1983*); Straits Trading – 2,997 per cent ($692 million in 1992*); and Great Eastern Life – 6,695 per cent ($226 million in 1992*).

For OCBC, 1000 shares bought in 1947 grew to 43,389 shares in 1983* while 1000 shares in GE acquired in 1956 increased to 393,846 shares in 1992*. A 1000-share holding in Straits in 1956 became 330,000 shares in 1992*. At APB, 1000 shares in 1951 became 16,875 shares in 1983* while 1000 F&N shares held from 1947 increased to 15,556 shares in 1983*. A 1000-share stake in WBL from 1957 became 8,438 shares in 1983*. A 1000-share holding in Raffles Hotel had doubled by 1978* while the same amount of shares in Robinson rose to 30,000 in 1976*.

Prior to Singapore’s independence, Tan Sri was appointed Deputy President of the Legislative Council, the highest position held by a British subject of Chinese descent. He often took the
colonial rulers to task for their arbitrary treatment of the Asians in Singapore, declaring that “in a
democratic state, there can only be one law for those who govern and those who are governed.”

In 1976, he established the Tan Foundation to promote his philanthropic causes. Having witnessed several historic events in the last century, Tan Sri, at the age of 96 in 2003, continues to face the future with his hallmark feisty enthusiasm.

* asterisk denotes the year when Tan Sri retired from the company

http://www.tecity.com.sg/

**TAN TEO SCHOLARSHIP**
The Tan Teo Scholarship is established from the funds of the Tan Teo Charitable Foundation for deserving students with outstanding academic records. This is made possible by NTU alumni Mr Tan Chade Meng and his wife who benefited from an education in NTU and wanted to give the gift of opportunity to current and future students.

2 scholarships will be offered for the academic year 2007-08, with 1 scholarship opened to undergraduate NTU student in the School of Computer Engineering only. The other scholarship shall be opened to undergraduate NTU student in any discipline. Applicants shall be considered based on their academic and ECA performance. Those who demonstrate strong creativity and a passionate concern for humanity will be strongly favored.

**THE INSTITUTE OF BANKING & FINANCE**
The Institute of Banking & Finance (IBF) was established in November 1974 as a non-profit institution providing training programmes to enhance the employability of employees in the financial industry.

In 2000, IBF relinquished its training provider role and undertook a wider and strategic purpose. Today, IBF drives the Financial Network for Excellence in Training (f-NExT) where it identifies emerging training needs and sets benchmarks for qualifications and competency standards. The penultimate objective is to enable Singapore to remain as one of the best financial centres of the world.

http://www.ibf.org.sg/

**SINGAPORE CHINESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FOUNDATION (SCCF) BUSINESS SCHOLARSHIP**

**SINGAPORE CHINESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FOUNDATION (SCCF) CHINESE STUDIES SCHOLARSHIP**
Established in 1906, the Singapore Chinese Chamber of Commerce & Industry (SCCCI) is an internationally renowned business organisation and the apex body of the Chinese business
community in Singapore. It is the founder of the biennial World Chinese Entrepreneurs Convention (WCEC) and the World Chinese Business Network (WCBN), a global online business portal (www.wcbn.com.sg). It plays a proactive role in representing the interests of the local business community and contributing to the economic, educational, cultural and community development in Singapore. In its continued drive for service excellence, the SCCCI has consistently maintained its ISO 9001-2000 certification standard in membership service since 1995.

The SCCCI has a membership network of about 120 trade associations and 4,000 corporate entities including large financial and business organisations, multinational corporations, government-linked companies, small and medium enterprises from a wide spectrum of trades and industries. These members together provide vast resources and opportunities which enable the SCCCI to develop an influential global Chinese business network for business, education, culture and community development. In return, they share a strong sense of pride and identity together and benefit immensely from the SCCCI’s membership services, facilities and activities.

http://english.sccci.org.sg/
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